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OSCAR is an open-source platform built on Kubernetes for serverless event-driven data-processing applica-
tions. To trigger the execution of these applications, OSCAR receives events from object-storage providers
such as MinIO.

An OSCAR cluster can be easily deployed on the EGI Federated Cloud, as well as many other public and
on-premises Clouds, through the Infrastructure Manager (IM), both integrated in the EOSC Portal.

Our past contribution demonstrated the capabilities of OSCAR, through the execution of different use cases, to
create event-driven data-processing workflows along the computing continuum, processing part of the work-
load on the Edge and delegating the compute-intensive processing on a public cloud such as EGI Federated
Cloud and Amazon Web Services (AWS).

In this contribution, we showcase, on the one hand, the integration of OSCAR with the distributed system
for scientific data storage dCache, using it as an event source to trigger the execution of services. Using
Apache Nifi to manage the event ingestion workflow between dCache and OSCAR, we have created a use
case involving AI/ML models from the Deep Open Catalog for scalable asynchronous inference.

Moreover, we implemented a new Python API to trigger OSCAR services from Jupyter Notebooks, such as EGI
Notebooks. We prepared another demo from EGI Notebooks to showcase interactive synchronous inference
of AI/ML models.
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